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BOARD OF SUPERVISORS MEETING

May 16, 2017

"For all items NOT on the agenda"

(Each Speaker Limited to 3 Minutes)

Voluntary Sign-In Sheet



Date: 5/14/17

To: Everyone
Subject: Real World

What is good for political reasons is not always good for everything
Being of sound mind and body and a thinker, I see Trun^ stirring things up

As I have said over and over, I was young once with a skull of mush and bought into a lot of B.S.
At 73 years of age, an older wiser person, living in the real world with a sound mind and body,

I find many thoughts being a lot of B.S.

In my world as someone who was once in charge, I would listen to those under me
And

If they presented a'better way to go, I would let them have at it
But

If my experience showed a better way to go, I would make them do as I learned to do it

I find experience, those working for a living, and Rural Areas being SOL
(Especially with tax increases growing larger)

Registered voters are a part of the population
Especially in California and populated areas, accept^ B.S. fiirther splits the vote
This lets a voting minority determine what happens to many species and humans

Having equipment in woods and getting ride of many dea4 trees helps fire fighting.
*

As in the bootleg days, there is expectation marijuana will become legal C
And if this happens, big growers will take over

For a short time as low income timber and ranching industries hde away
Humboldt County and other rural areas will be in the clover.

All forms of media, politicians, those vdio have it made, all over the place legalese
Fourth Branch of Government (regulators), and other humans

Are providing my kids, their kids, and other humans some rough going

It is ''not good" humans are on all sides of the fence
As an older and wiser person who is at the end of his life and has been hit on the head many times
You can ignore what I have learned which includes life not being feir and balanced for everything

I believe many humans will be sorry for what is coming

Real world realties can be tough

Charles L. Giancio

Califorma Registered Professional Forester (RPF) #317
(An old tired field forester no one gives much attention \t4to has lived in a w(xking man's world)

P.O. Box 172, Cutten (near Eur^ in redwood country), OA 95534
707-443-2179


